Recurrent Familial Digital Fibrokeratoma: A Case Report.
Digital fibrokeratoma (DF) is an uncommon, benign, soft tissue tumor. It usually occurs sporadically in adult males, and its recurrence is rare when treated by means of surgical removal. To the best of our knowledge, we report here the first case of recurrent female familial DF. The mother's first DF, on her right hallux, was removed when she was 32 years of age, and her second fibrokeratoma, on the left fifth toe, was removed when she was 49 years of age, and then relapsed 3 years later. The daughter's first DF, on her left fifth toe, was excised when the daughter was 24 years of age and recurred 1 year later. Both the mother's and daughter's recurrent lesions were surgically excised and pathologically diagnosed as DF. Because both the mother's and daughter's DF occurred at relatively early ages, we believe that genetic factors might play a role in the tumorigenesis of DF in this family.